Localization of the genes for the 100-kDa complement-activating components of Ra-reactive factor (CRARF and Crarf) to human 3q27-q28 and mouse 16B2-B3.
Human and mouse genes for the complement-activating component (P100) of Ra-reactive factor, a novel bactericidal factor (CRARF and Crarf), were mapped to R-banded metaphase chromosomes by fluorescence in situ hybridization with human and mouse P100 cDNA 2.7 and 2.0 kb long, respectively. The localization of fluorescent signals showed that CRARF and Crarf mapped to human 3q27-q28 and mouse 16B2-B3, respectively. This evidence is consistent with the previous assumption that the distal portion of the long arm of human chromosome 3 is homologous to the proximal portion of mouse chromosome 16.